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AMF proposals for the review of the regula�on on
European long-term investment funds (ELTIF)

In the context of the review of the ELTIF regula�on, the AMF is making
proposals to enhance the a�rac�veness of this type of European fund for
many investors while maintaining a protec�ve framework for retail
investors.

European long-term investment funds provide long-term �nance to infrastructure projects,
unlisted companies, or listed small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) that issue equity or
debt instruments. They were launched in 2015, but have failed to develop as expected. The
review of the rules that govern these funds will provide the opportunity to bring them more
closely aligned with the expecta�ons of both ins�tu�onal and retail investors.

For the AMF, this review should be the occasion to ensure that the development of ELTIFs
contributes more to �nancing the European economy, while allowing investors to diversify
their savings by gaining access to long-term assets in a secure environment.

The AMF posi�on paper proposes to:

raise the market capitalisa�on threshold of listed issuers in which ELTIFs are allowed to
invest from €500 million to €1 billion;

clarify the eligibility of �nancial undertakings such as acquisi�on holding companies and
SPVs, in order to allow investment in private-equity schemes;
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authorise ELTIFs dedicated only to professional investors, providing them with a more
�exible structure including, for example, the possibility of using deriva�ves or crea�ng
master-feeder structures;

remove the minimum entry threshold of €10,000 per retail investor, while maintaining
the regulatory requirements to advise and conduct suitability tests prior to any
marke�ng to retail investors;

maintain the closed-ended nature of ELTIFs to ensure consistency between the
redemp�on policy and the liquidity pro�le of underlying assets, but consider periodic
liquidity mechanisms and promote trading venues that are likely to o�er secondary
markets for ELTIFs;

should the co-legislators decide to allow ELTIFs to o�er more frequent redemp�ons and
therefore switch from closed-end to open-end fund status, provide for strict liquidity
management requirements and entrust the supervision of ELTIFs to ESMA.
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Legal informa�on: 
Head of publica�ons: The Execu�ve Director of AMF Communica�on Directorate. Contact:
Communica�on Directorate – Autorité des marches �nanciers 17 place de la Bourse – 75082 Paris
cedex 02
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